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� The initial grain nucleation prefers to
occur inside of the DBs in the
comparison with grain boundaries.

� DB is demonstrated to be the source
of orientations and positions for the
nucleated grains.

� The area fraction of DBs has a positive
correlation with the number of
nucleated grains which would
contribute to the RX rate.

� The developed KWC phase-field
model successfully calculated the
kinetics of the RX process in different
microstructures.
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Deformation bands (DBs), formed after plastic deformation, are known to have an impact on the recrys-
tallization (RX) process. The exact mechanisms of how DBs influence grain nucleation and grain growth
remain unclear. In this paper, deformed single and multicrystal pure aluminium samples are annealed to
explore the likely effects of DBs on the grain nucleation and the subsequent grain growth. Regarding the
prediction of the recrystallized (RXed) texture, it is noticeable that the orientations of nucleated grains
nearby DB are originated from the orientation in DB. Regarding the nucleated positions, it is demon-
strated that potential nucleation sites are more likely located in DBs in comparison with the initial grain
boundary. Regarding the rate of RX, the number of nucleated grains is also predicted to have a strong pos-
itive correlation with the area fraction of DBs, which would consequently affect the kinetics of the grain
growth in the deformed microstructure. All the above observations imply that the RX process is strongly
controlled by the ensemble characteristics of DBs rather than the initial grain boundaries.
Crown Copyright � 2021 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The term recrystallization (RX) defined by Doherty, Gottstein,
Hirsch et al. [2] in 1988, describes the formation of a new grain
structure in the deformed material by the formation and migration
of high angle grain boundaries (HAGBs). Microstructure control
through RX, such as grain refinement and grain size homogeniza-
tion, is of primary interest in metal processing to provide compo-
nents with high strength, high toughness and good fatigue
resistance. Hence, understanding, predicting and manipulating
the RX are important in material design and manufacturing [3].

Most of the developed theories about the RX only focus on qual-
itatively explaining the nucleation mechanism, without further
quantitative discussions on how the deformed structure affects
the grain nucleation and the consequent grain growth [4]. For
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example, previous work focuses on discussing the general effect of
various factors, e.g. strain level, grain boundary and initial grain
size, on the occurrence of grain nucleation [5]. Although the anal-
ysis on nucleated orientations [6,7] and the nucleation conditions
[8-10] start to attract some interests nowadays, the quantitative
criteria still need further rigorous examinations. This missing brick
in the wall of RX study directly hinders the understanding of RX
process as well as its simulations, especially for the prediction of
recrystallized (RXed) texture and RXed grain size.

In the previous modelling work, the criteria normally used to
predict grain nucleation oversimplify the processes involved, and
as a result, do not match experimental findings [11-13]. For
instance, the simulated nucleation sites usually are randomly cho-
sen among the grit nodes [14], and the orientations of the nucle-
ated grains are generally allocated by a stochastic process [14-
18] which neither include the information of dislocation structure
nor consider the orientation relationship between the nucleated
and the initial grains. Apart from this, some recent work has tried
to include the dislocation structure and the misorientation rela-
tionship into the modelling but still lack experimental support
for the assignment of the nucleated grains [18,19]. Consequently,
current RX models have limited manufacturing usage due to the
unknown relation between dislocation structure and RX.

Therefore, it is essential to understand how the grain nucleates
based on the heterogeneous deformed microstructure at the grain
level through experiments, since nucleated positions, nucleated
orientations and the number of nucleated grains are all determined
at this stage for the RX process [5,13,18,20,21]. The heterogeneities
in the deformed metal are generally caused by a slip, slip band,
deformation band and shear band [2] (see Fig. 1).

Slip is a primary deformation mechanism for cubic metals. Slip
bands are localized aggregate of parallel slip in individual grains
whose orientation is affected by the grain orientation. Thus, slip
bands cannot cross the grain boundary [22]. As a result, slip bands
can create high plastic strain and cannot create localised orienta-
tion changes during plastic deformation.

The term deformation band (DB) was defined by Barrett et al.
[23] in 1939, describing a volume of approximately constant orien-
tation that is significantly different to the orientation elsewhere in
that grain. It was demonstrated by the Digital Image Correlation
(DIC) technique that strains were concentrated in DBs, giving rise
Fig. 1. The various features in a deformed polycrystalline metal at increasing scale:
a) dislocations; b) dislocation boundaries; c) deformation and transition bands
within a grain; d) specimen and grain-scale shear bands [2].
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to orientation gradients and eventual fragmentation of grains [2].
Therefore, like the slip band, DB is determined by the crystallo-
graphic nature and contains a high level of strain [2]. However,
unlike the slip band, DB is relevant to generating a volume of
new constant orientation.

Shear bands are characterised by non-crystallographic bandlike
narrow regions of highly concentrated flow across many grains,
while the abutting matrix undergoes comparably low and homoge-
neous plastic flow [24]. Shear bands can provide extensive
amounts of dislocations and orientation gradients for RX occur-
rence [2]. Therefore, intensive shear is always required for the cre-
ation of shear bands. Also, the deformed texture and RXed texture
caused by shear bands are widely studied [2]. Therefore, this work
focus on the effect of DBs on recrystallization.

In plastically deformed alloys [5], a larger number of deforma-
tion bands (DBs), that can effectively accommodate the plastic
strain and give rise to the heterogeneities in microstructure, are
observed and well explained in our previous work [25]. Further-
more, a higher magnitude of dislocation density is found near the
grain boundaries due to the prohibition of dislocation transmission
from the neighbouring grain [26,27]. Hence, both DBs and grain
boundaries could be the possible nucleated sites for RX [2,18].

DBs are found in various alloys, such as steel [28], zinc [29], alu-
minium [7], copper [30], nickel [31], magnesium [32], titanium
[33] and etc. in both single crystal and polycrystalline structure.
Therefore, understanding the formation of DBs by examining their
crystallographic features is crucial to understand the RX process in
engineering alloys regarding grain nucleation, grain growth, and
simulation, especially for the nucleation criteria and nucleated
grain orientations. However, there are long-standing problems
remaining unclear which greatly hinder the construction of RX
models for the quantitative prediction and manipulation of the
microstructural evolution. For example, how does the DB compete
with other microstructure features, such as grain boundaries, triple
junctions, on the accumulation of dislocation density for the grain
nucleation process? Is the DBs the dominating factor for the RX
process? How does the DB quantitatively control the evolution rate
of texture and microstructure? All the above questions are going to
be discussed in this work.

Through combining the microstructural characterization and
phase-field modelling, this work aims to quantitatively address
this crucial problem by analysing: the effect of orientations in
DBs on the RXed texture formation; the competition between
DBs and grain boundaries on the nucleation sites; the effect of
DBs on the rate of RX process. The comprehensive quasi-in-situ
electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) study on the evolution
of grain orientation would provide insights into this problem. Ini-
tially, the experimental observations on the grain nucleation
regarding nucleated positions and nucleated orientations can be
written as nucleation laws in the Kobayashi, Warren and Carter
(KWC) phase-field model. Furthermore, the experimental EBSD
results for the RX process are capable of validating the simulated
RX kinetics by KWC phase-field model.

In this work, the simplest and most studied materials, high pur-
ity aluminium, were carefully chosen in this work to add the quan-
titative analysis of the effect of DBs on RX for the previous work.
The high purity Al work also completed the story of how DBs are
formed and then control the RX in addition to our previous paper
about the formation of DBs [25]. The deformed multicrystals and
single crystals of pure aluminium were heat-treated at 450 �C for
different times to capture and predict the whole RX process in
three dimensions (3D) with the aid of quasi-in-situ EBSD technique
and KWC phase-field modelling. The experimentally observed and
phase-field simulated grain nucleation and the subsequent grain
growth are explained in as a unified manner.



Fig. 3. a) - d) are the pole figures of SC I, II, III and IV after deformation. The red dots
in pole figures show the orientation of SCs before the compression [25]. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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2. Experiments and phase-field model

2.1. Materials preparation

This work used two types of uniaxial compressed pure alu-
minium to study the RX: one is 2� 2� 3:5 mm3 cuboid columnar
multi-crystals (MC) with > 99.9% purity; the other one is
10� 10� 10 mm3 cubic single crystals (SC) with > 99.999% purity.
The Czochralski technique [1] was used to get the SC and MC spec-
imens. The grain boundaries in the MC specimens are much more
stable than the grain boundaries in the conventional polycrys-
talline alloy. Therefore, it is hard to nucleate grains at those initial
grain boundaries and cross them during grain growth. The geome-
tries of the SC and MC samples are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4. The
orientations of SC and MC samples before and after deformation
are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

MC samples were uniaxially compressed to 20% and 30% engi-
neering strain respectively; SC samples with four different orienta-
tions (i.e. SC I, II, III and IV) were compressed to 30% engineering
strain. The initial orientations of SC I, II, III and IV and its orienta-
tions after deformation are shown in Fig. 4.

All compression tests were carried out using an Instron
mechanical testing machine at a 0.002 s�1 strain rate and room
temperature. Samples were lubricated by the highly stable lithium
complex grease on the top and bottom sides to reduce the friction
during the compression (see [25] for more details of compression
tests).

The interrupted heat treatments for the deformed samples were
carried at 450 �C for different times, i.e. 0, 5, 35, 335 and 1775 min,
in the furnace and followed by cold water quenching. The selection
of the above annealing times was following the log-normal distri-
bution based on the JMAK empirical equations of the RX process
[2]. To capture the initial grain nucleation on the specimens, a
few prior tests on the other samples with the same strain were
done for choosing the first observation time, i.e. 5 min annealing
at 450 �C.

The samples prepared for electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) analysis were metallographically ground by SiC papers
(up to 1200 grit), then polished with � 40 nm OP-S (Oxide Polish-
ing Suspensions) and finally electropolishing for 40 s in a solution
of 9.5 vol% perchloric acid in ethanol at room temperature and
20 V. After each heat treatment, the annealed samples were mildly
re-polished to remove the oxide layer by diluted OP-S for 30 s and
electropolished for 30 s for removing � 10 nm in thickness. An
indentation was manually put on the sample surface by diamond
pen to precisely relocate the EBSD mapping at the same area.
2.2. Characterisation

Optical microscope (OM) and EBSD were applied for the
microstructural characterisation. After each heat treatment, EBSD
maps were captured at the same position using a Hitachi S3400N
Fig. 2. a) and b) show the sample geometry of single crystal (SC) and multi-crystal
(MC) samples. The positions of the corresponding EBSD maps are marked as blue
boxes in the diagram. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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with Bruker eFlashHR EBSD Esprit v2.1 system. An accelerating
voltage of 20 kV and a step size of 3 mm were applied for the EBSD
mapping.
2.3. KWC phase-field modelling

2.3.1. Grain nucleation
The assumption of site-saturated nucleation [34] validated by

Lauridsen et al. [35] was applied in this work to simulate the grain
nucleation. It means that all nucleation events of RX effectively
occur at the start of recrystallization.

To find the possible nucleation sites, the stored energy distribu-
tion was calculated by Equation (6) based on the map of geometri-
cally necessary dislocations (GNDs) obtained from the EBSD
technique. The GND distribution was estimated using the method
of the total line energy minimization described by Pantleon [36].
The lower bound of the GND density was estimated from the lat-
tice rotation gradients calculated by the misorientation between
the probed and its neighbouring points [36,37].

Since the high stored energy is the essential condition for the
occurrence of RX [2], a critical stored energy Ec of 0.07 MPa mm�1

was chosen for the occurrence of grain nucleation. Also, a Gaussian
distribution of misorientations of 40��60� between the nuclei and
original grains were assigned for the nuclei in this nucleation
model based on the EBSD results (see Appendix Fig. A1) and liter-
ature [38]. In addition, the grain diameter of the initial nuclei was
set as 30 mm which was � 2% to the parent grain diameter, and the
minimum distance between two neighbouring nuclei was set to be
60 mm. The size of the initial nuclei was chosen based on the rela-
tive scale to the map size for the feasible computation. This relative



Fig. 4. a1)-a2) and b1)-b2) are PF of grains on XY and YZ face of deformed MC. Red dots in PF show the orientation before compression. a3) and b3) show the grain
morphology of MC1 and MC2 in 3D [25]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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big size allowed the phase-field model to capture the curvature of
grains at an acceptable computational cost [39].

In this work, the nucleation sites were not limited to the grain
boundaries which is significantly different from the previous work
[14,19]. Instead, the dislocation density is considered as the main
cause of grain nucleation which introduces the lattice rotation
and the stored energy.

2.3.2. Grain growth
The KWC phase-field model [21] was applied to simulate the

grain growth of RX. The grain growth of nucleated grains driven
by the stored energy as Equation (1) follows the time-evolution
of g and h as Equation (2) and (3) [18,40]. The variable, g, was
set to be 0 for deformed grains and 1 for RXed grains. The variable,
h, was the value of /2extracted from the Euler angle ½/1;U;/2�
since the model was only performed in two dimensions [21].

The free energy that contains the variablesg and h is expressed
by,

F ¼
Z

a2

2
rgj j2 þ f d gð Þ þ f e g;qð Þ þ gðgÞs rhj j

� �
dV ð1Þ

Hence, the time evolution of g and h is given by,

_g ¼ Mg a2r2g� @f d gð Þ
@g

� @f eðg;qÞ
@g

� @gðg;qÞ
@g

s rhj j
� �

ð2Þ

_h ¼ Mh
1
g2 r gðgÞs rh

rhj j
� �

ð3Þ

f eðg;qÞ in Equation (2) is the homogeneous bulk free energy
term [39] expressed as,

f e g;qð Þ ¼ f re qð ÞpðgÞ þ f me qð Þð1� p gð ÞÞ ð4Þ
where f eðg;qÞ is an interpolation function that combines the

free energy of the deformed phase f me ðqÞ and RXed phase f reðqÞ.
pðgÞ is a weight function used to smooth the density inside the
interface region as,
4

p gð Þ ¼ g3 10� 15gþ 6g2� � ð5Þ
The free energies in deformed phase and RXed phase, f me ðqÞ and

f reðqÞ, were calculated according to its dislocation density. The free
energy in the recrystallized phase is set to be zero, i.e. f re qð Þ ¼ 0,
since the dislocation density in the RXed grain is around five orders
smaller than that of the deformed grain [20]. The free energy in the
deformed phase, f me qð Þ ¼ 50Estore, has been chosen where the
stored energy, Estore, per unit length (i.e. per micrometre) of a
deformed alloy is given by Reed-Hill et al. [41],

Estore ¼ 0:5qG12b ð6Þ
where qis the dislocation density, G12 is the shear modulus and

b is the Burger’s vector magnitude of aluminium alloys.
The interfacial energy [39], f dðgÞ, in Equation (2) is expressed as,

f d gð Þ ¼ WqðgÞ ð7Þ

q gð Þ ¼ g2ð1� gÞ ð8Þ

W ¼ 6ra
d

ð9Þ

where qðgÞ is a double-well potential that has minima at 0 and
1, and Wis the depth of the energy wall. Both of qðgÞ and pðgÞ are
used to construct the homogeneous free energy density f eðg;qÞ
[39]. The double-well coefficient, W , is modified by adjusting the
grain boundary thickness, d, and grain boundary energy, r.

The gradient energy term, a22 rgj j2, gives rise to the diffuse inter-
face in the phase-field model. The gradient coefficient, a, in Equa-
tion (1) is a constant associated with d and r expressed as,

a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3dr
a

r
ð10Þ

where a ¼ 2:20 for an interface region with g 2 ½0:1; 0:9�. The
grain boundary thickness is given based on the theory of diffuse
interface approach [39] by,
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d ¼ 4Dx ð11Þ
where Dx is the grid size. The gradient coefficient, a, and the

double-well coefficient, W , were correlated directly to physical
properties, such as grain boundary thickness, d, and grain boundary
energy, r [39].

The orientation energy term, gðgÞs rhj j, in Equation (1) is given
by,

g gð Þ ¼ g2 ð12Þ

s ¼ 6r
p

ð13Þ

where the function gðgÞ is used to eliminate the effect of misori-
entation inside the deformed grain. The constant s is related to the
interface energy, r.

The mobilities of g and h are expressed as Mg and Mh. Mg that
considers steady grain growth in a one dimension problem [20]
is given by,

Mg ¼ M0 exp � Q
RT

	 

¼ M0 exp � Q

0

kBT

 !
ð14Þ
Table 1
Material properties of pure aluminium on the KWC phase-field model.

Grit size (Dx) 2 mm
Grain boundary energy (r) 0.6 J/m2

Activation energy (Q
0
) 2.08 � 10-19 J

Time step (Dt) 0.01 ms
Pre-exponential factor (M0) 3.1 � 107 m3/(N ms)

Fig. 5. a)-d) are the EBSD IPF-Y maps and their corresponding KAM maps to show the mi
heat treatment at 450 �C for 5, 35, 335 and 1775 min. The crystal orientation informa
misorientation on grain boundaries is marked out in KAMmaps. (For interpretation of the
this article.)
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whereM0is a pre-exponential factor, Q and Q
0
are the activation

energies, R is the gas constant, T is the annealing temperature and
kB is the Boltzmann constant.

The mobilities used to define the rate of change in grain orien-
tation are defined as,

Mh ¼ ð1� pðgÞÞM0
h ð15Þ
M0
h ¼ Mg ð16Þ
The evolution of the 2D microstructure is solved using finite dif-

ference, with an eighth-order scheme for the spatial derivatives
and the Euler Forward method for time integration. The physical
parameters used in the phase-field model to simulate the RX of
deformed SC and MC pure aluminium at 723 K (i.e. 450 �C) are
listed in Table 1.
3. Experimental results

3.1. Grain nucleation and grain growth

The deformed columnar multi-crystals and single crystals were
applied to study the RX regarding the nucleation positions, nucle-
ated grain orientations and grain growth since the effect of under-
lying grain orientations on the nucleated grain orientations can be
avoided. For the columnar multi-crystal samples, the columnar
grains on XY face expand along the Z axes. Therefore, the right
big grain on the XY face is the same with the grain on YZ face
(see Fig. 5).
crostructure evolution on the XY and ZY faces of deformed MC1 and MC2 during the
tion (i.e. red cubes) at each position is superimposed in the KAM maps. Also, the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
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To reveal the microstructural evolution of deformed MC1 and
MC2 at 450 �C after different annealing times, the EBSD inverse
pole figure (IPF) maps regarding its loading direction, i.e. Y-axis,
and their corresponding kernel average misorientation (KAM)
maps are plotted in Fig. 5. The deformed matrix mainly recovered
within 5 min annealing, i.e. dislocation annihilation and arranging
into dislocation walls to reduce the stored energy, thus, reducing
the overall KAM values.

For the XY face of MC2 after 5 min annealing, a very beginning
of grain nucleation is observed in DBs (see Fig. 5 a2)), showing lots
of compact unstable nuclei on its KAMmap. The initial nuclei were
compact group areas formed by the recovery process that has a
misorientation of � 5� on its boundary. The initial nuclei could
accommodate dislocations and form high angle grain boundaries
(i.e. > 10�) during the RX process. After 35 min annealing, stable
nuclei with high misorientations on its boundaries are found in
the area with DBs. For the area without DBs, such as the top half
of XY and ZY faces of MC2, no grain nucleation is observed in these
regions.

With further annealing to 335 min and 1775 min (see Fig. 5 c)-
d)), the nucleated grains near DBs are found to grow into the
deformed matrix while the initial grain boundaries are quite stable
without obviously changing their shapes during annealing. The
newly formed grain boundaries are noticed to have much higher
mobilities compared with the initial grain boundaries.

The grains nucleated in the area with DBs can grow into 3D, for
instance, the grains nucleated on the XY face of MC2 are found to
grow into the ZY face (see Fig. 5 c2) and d2)). Therefore, to study
the nucleated grain positions and the relation between nucleated
orientation with the matrix, it is important to do the observations
Fig. 6. a1)-d1) and a3)-d3) are the IPF maps and IPFs-Y for the deformed SC I-IV. Images
the IPF maps and IPFs-Y for the SC I-IV heat-treated for 5 min at 450 �C. In the IPFs, the
marked out by red arrow and RXed orientations not from DBs are marked out by grey d
superimposed in the IPF maps. The border colour of the red cubes keeps consistent with
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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at the early stage of grain nucleation rather than the stage of grain
growth, such as 5–35 min annealing in this work, as the observed
RX grains could nucleate at somewhere else.

The EBSD IPF-Y maps for SC I-IV before and after annealing are
shown in Fig. 6 where Y-axis is the uniaxial deformation direction.
It has been seen that four SCs all completed the RX process within
the 5 min heat treatment, while less pure MCs only finished recov-
ery under same conditions (see Fig. 5 a1) and a2)). The SCs com-
pleted the RX process rapidly due to the absence of solutes
which would retard the rate of RX.

3.2. Rxed texture

To study the texture evolution due to RX, the IPFs on the XY and
ZY face of the deformedMC1 andMC2 are analysed at each stage of
heat treatments (see Fig. 7), in which: the orientations from initial
grains are labelled out as black arrows; the RXed orientations from
DBs are labelled as red arrows; the distinctive RXed orientations
which have no relation with the deformed matrix or DBs are
labelled as grey dashed arrows with grey circles. Since many RXed
orientations are found to be quite close to the DBs (see Fig. 5 and
Fig. 7), the orientation in DBs is a major source of orientations
for RXed grains in MCs.

Through comparing the IPFs of deformed and RXed SCs in Fig. 6,
it is rational to conclude that the RXed orientations are partly orig-
inated from the orientations in DBs. The transitional distribution of
orientation in DBs is likely to split into a few distinct orientations
with misorientation � 10�during annealing, as shown in the evolu-
tion of IPFs on the XY face of MCs (see Fig. 7 a1) and a2)). Apart
from the orientations originated from DBs, some distinctive RXed
reproduced with permission from Luan et al. [25], Elsevier. a2)-d2) and a4)-d4) are
initial orientations are marked out by black arrow, RXed orientations from DBs are
ashed arrow. The crystal orientation information (i.e. red cubes) at each position is
the colour legend for arrows. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this



Fig. 7. a1) and a2), b1) and b2) show the evolution of IPF-Y on the XY and ZY face of the MC1 and MC2 annealing for 5, 35, 335 and 1775 min at 450 �C.
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orientations are also observed in MCs which are clearly neither
from the initial grain orientation nor the DBs.

3.3. Distinctive RX grain orientations

In an association of Fig. 5 and Fig. 7, it can be seen that the dis-
tinctive RXed orientations in Fig. 7 are mainly located at the bot-
tom free surface of the specimen as shown in Fig. 5 which is the
contacting area during compression.
Fig. 8. a1)-a2) and b1)-b2) show the IPF-Y maps, KAM maps and IPFs-Y of the bottom fr
misorientations on the grain boundaries in KAM maps.
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To make sure that those distinctive orientations were generated
at the bottom free surface of the specimen, extra EBSD maps for
MC1 and MC2 were taken at the bottom free surface area of the
ZY faces after 35 and 1775 min annealing (shown in Fig. 8). The
contacting area with the compression stage is marked out by an
array of black slashes in Fig. 8. It has been seen that nearly all
the distinctive RXed orientations are found in this bottom free sur-
face area. For example, in MC2 (see IPF-Y in Fig. 8 b), the distinctive
orientations are labelled by red colour. In comparison, all the RXed
ee surface area on the ZY face of MC1 and MC2, respectively. Colours mark out the
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grains with red colour in MC2 are located near the contacting area
of compression.

Furthermore, as shown in the KAM maps in Fig. 8, the grain
boundaries of distinctive RXed grains are found to have high
misorientation > 40�. Through comparing a1)-a2) and b1)-b2) in
Fig. 8, these grains at the bottom free surface area are found to
grow quickly into the inside of the specimen during annealing.
4. Quantitative analysis

Thewhole XY and ZY face of theMC1 andMC2 are separated into
two areas, i.e. top and bottom area, to quantitatively analyse the
effect of DBs on the grain nucleation and grain growth (see Fig. 9
and Fig. 10). The abscissa in those figures represents the annealing
time (seconds) in the logarithmic form showing as log(s).

4.1. Observed grain nucleation

The microstructure of each area after 0, 5, 35, 335 and 1775 min
annealing at 450 �C are analysed respectively for the evolution of
grain size, high angle grain boundary (HAGB) fraction and the
number of grains. The eight EBSD maps for the top and bottom area
are divided into two groups: one group is the area with DBs (see
the left column plots in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, including the bottom area
of the XY face in MC2, the top area of the ZY face in MC1, the bot-
tom and the top area of the XY face in MC1); the other group is the
area without the existence of DBs (see the right column plots in
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, including the bottom area of the ZY face in
MC1, the whole ZY face and the top area of the XY face in MC2).

The sudden change of the grain diameter, HAGB fraction and the
number of grains indicates the occurrence of RX [42]. By compar-
Fig. 9. a1)-b1) show the evolution of grain diameter in the areas with and without distinc
DBs and the face without DBs. The values with obvious changes during annealing are circl
MC1 XY Top is from high to low.
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ing the left and right columns in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 a1), it can be seen
that notable RX was found at 35 min annealing in the areas with
DBs while no obvious RX was found in the areas without DBs. By
contrast, the change of grain size and HAGB fraction was found
at 335 min in those areas (see Figure 9 a2) and Figure 10 a2)),
showing that the RXed grains were found much later in the areas
without DBs than the areas with DBs. These observations are also
verified by the grain structure maps shown in Fig. 5.

It also has been found in Figure 9 a1)-a2) and Fig. 10 a1)-a2)
that the RX process would result in the decrease of average grain
diameter (i.e. the increase of the number of grains and the increase
of HAGB fraction) in pure aluminium. The slight increase of grain
diameter and drop of HAGB fraction from 335 min to 1775 min
annealing are attributed to the grain growth of nucleated grains
in the early stage of annealing.

4.2. Simulated grain nucleation

The grain nucleation was simulated based on the nucleation
laws discussed in Section 2.3.1 to generate the heterogeneous dis-
tribution of nucleated grains as shown in Appendix Fig. A1. In
Fig. 11, the number of simulated nucleated grains are compared
with the misorientation angle, and the area fraction of DBs mea-
sured from EBSD maps for each face of MC. The nucleated grain
number is found to be more closely correlated with the area frac-
tion of DBs in comparison to the misorientation angle.

4.3. Simulated grain evolution

The simulated microstructural evolutions are plotted in Fig. 10
b1)-b2) for the areas with and without the existence of DB. The
t DBs; b1) and b2) show the evolution of the total number of grains on the faces with
ed out in plots. The area fraction of DBs in MC2 ZY Top, MC2 XY Bot, MC1 XY Top and



Fig. 10. a1)-a2) show the evolution of the HAGB fraction in the area with DBs and without DBs in experimental results; b1) and b2) show the simulated evolution of the RX
fraction in the area with DBs and without DBs. The area fraction of DBs in MC2 ZY Top, MC2 XY Bot, MC1 XY Top and MC1 XY Top is from high to low.

Fig. 11. Comparison of misorientation angle on the boundary of DBs and area
fraction of DBs with the simulated nucleated grain no. on XY and ZY face of MC1 and
MC2.
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coloured lines in the legend from top to bottom represent the
descending order of the area fraction of DBs (i.e. from high to
low). It can be seen from the simulations that the areas with a
higher volume fraction of DBs show an earlier start and quicker fin-
ish of RX, i.e. lines from left to right for the colour red, blue, yellow
and green respectively in Fig. 10.

The simulated RX process by this KWC phase-field model has a
good agreement with the experimental observations by quasi-in-
situ EBSD maps. For the areas with distinct DBs in MCs, it has been
found that the RX mainly occurs around 1000 s (i.e. 16.7 min) and
completes before 10000 s (i.e. 166.7 min) in both of experimental
9

results (see Fig. 10 a1) and in simulation results (see Fig. 10 b1).
However, for areas without distinct DBs, nearly none obvious RX
is found around 1000 s (i.e. 16.7 min) in both of experimental
results (see Fig. 10 b1) and simulation results (see Fig. 10 b2).
5. Discussions

5.1. Rxed orientations

According to the IPF evolution of the RX process in MCs (see
Fig. 7) and SCs (see Fig. 6), it has been found that the majority of
RXed orientations, which are a group of orientations with misori-
entation � 10�between each other, are originated from the orienta-
tion in DBs. Hence, orientation in DBs provides a source of
orientations for RXed grains. In our previous work [25], it has been
demonstrated that the orientations in DBs are rotated from the ini-
tial orientation whose {111} slip planes are likely to become per-
pendicular to the loading direction.

To study the source of RXed orientations, it is important to cap-
ture all deformed orientations for the analysation since the RXed
grains nucleated at DBs would grow into the deformed matrix in
3D and can be found somewhere else. For example, the grains
nucleated on the XY face of MC2 after 335 min annealing is found
to grow into the ZY face along the initial grain boundary (see Fig-
ure 5 c2) and d2)).

Besides of the RXed orientations from DBs, some distinctive
RXed orientations, which are apparently with no relation to the
orientations of DBs and deformed matrix, are observed in the RXed
microstructure (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 7). After checking the RXed
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microstructure near the compressive free surface of samples, it has
been found that nearly all these distinctive orientations are located
near the contacting area with the compression stage in Fig. 8.

The distinctive RXed orientations are formed likely due to the
compressive friction at the contacting area of the specimen with
the compression stage. The unavoidable localised friction could
distort the lattice structure and create new orientations at the con-
tacting layer during the compression [42]. Those new orientations
in our work are found to have high misorientations � 40�at the
grain boundaries (i.e. HAGBs) and could grow fast into the matrix
during annealing (see Fig. 8) since the HAGBs have been demon-
strated to have much higher mobility compared with LAGBs (i.e.
low angle grain boundaries) [43,44]. Additionally, the free surface
of the specimen apparently has a higher heating rate compared
with the inside of the specimen when the heating is conducted
in the furnace. The grains near the free surface, therefore, would
have a higher driving force for the grain growth compared with
the inside grains at the beginning of heating.

In summary, the RXed grain orientations are generated from
two sources: one is from the DBs; the other one is from the con-
tacting free surface of the specimen due to compressive frictions.

5.2. Grain nucleation

The quasi-in-situ EBSD maps of deformed MC1 and MC2 in
Fig. 5 clearly show the positions of grain nucleation in deformed
pure aluminium. It has been seen that the nucleated grains are
more likely to germinate in the DBs after 35 min annealing at
450 �C, rather than at the initial grain boundaries. Thus, it has been
demonstrated in this work that initial grain boundaries, compared
with DBs, are not favourable nucleation sites for pure aluminium.
This finding is against many discussions in previous studies from
which only grain boundaries are considered for the grain nucle-
ation [4,5].

Instead, the initial grain boundaries act quite stable during heat
treatment without incubating new grains and having obvious
movements. This stable characteristic could also demonstrate that
the initial grain boundaries are not potential sites for the grain
nucleation at the early RX. Even though the misorientation angles
on initial grain boundaries are high, the neatly arranged disloca-
tions on the initial boundaries would make newly formed disloca-
tions during deformation hard to move across them. Therefore, in
comparison to DBs, the initial grain boundaries are not potential
sites for nucleation. By contrast, they act as barriers for the nucle-
ated grains to grow across. For those few RXed grains observed
near the grain boundaries after longstanding annealings, such as
the small grains found in the ZY face of MC2 after 335 min anneal-
ing shown in Figure 5 c2), they could be attributed to the growth of
RXed grains which nucleated in DBs since their orientations are
quite close the orientation of DBs.

The RXed grains once nucleated in DBs would grow into the
deformed matrix and reduce the stored energy of the system dur-
ing further annealing. That is why the RXed grains with the orien-
tations close to DBs are also found in the area without DBs but with
much longer annealing (as shown in the plots of Fig. 9). Therefore,
it is rational to conclude that the grain nucleation in the deformed
pure aluminium prefers to occur at the DBs, which contains both
high orientation gradients and heterogeneous strain distribution.

According to this finding, assumptions for the simulation of
grain nucleation made in many previous computational models
[8,20] need to be revised, which only considered the grain bound-
aries as the potential nucleation sites for the RX simulation. The
dislocation structure, particularly the DBs, should be taken into
account for the simulation of grain nucleation.

The effect of DBs on grain nucleation has been studied in Fig. 11.
The number of nucleated grains is found to have a correlation with
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the area fraction of DBs while no obvious correlation is observed
for the misorientation angle between DBs and deformed matrix.

5.3. Grain growth

As shown in experimental results (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 9), the
grains nucleated in DBs are found to grow into the deformed
matrix and sometimes grow along the initial grain boundary dur-
ing further annealing.

In this KWC phase-field modelling work, the EBSD maps of the
deformed samples are directly imported into the model [45] as the
deformed microstructure for the occurrence of RX. Moreover, this
KWC phase-field model combines sound physical concepts for
the prediction of RX kinetics which is unlike the empirical
approaches and probabilistic based models such as Monte Carlo
Potts model [16,17,46] and cellular automata model [47,48]. In this
model, the concept of energy minimisation is written as a
physically-based thermodynamic equation for the prediction of
microstructural evolution during annealing. It includes the energy
from dislocations, misorientations, grain boundaries and gradient
field of phases. The arbitrary grain boundary geometries and their
evolution with physical time step and length scale are simulated
well by this model for the whole RX process.

The kinetics of grain growth is checked for all the areas with
and without distinct DBs by experimental EBSD analysis (see
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 a)) and KWC phase-field modelling (see Fig. 10
b)). It has been validated by the series of EBSD maps that this
KWC phase-field model has successfully simulated the whole RX
process for all areas on MC1 and MC2 regarding the annealing
time.

The kinetics of grain growth has also been found to have a
strong correlation with the area fraction of DBs. As shown in
Fig. 10 b1)-b2), the areas with DBs are found to complete the RX
process much earlier than the areas without distinct DBs, i.e. the
higher the area fraction of DBs is, the quicker the RX process could
finish. Since the grain nucleation prefers to occur in the DBs, more
nucleated grains would be found in the area with DBs resulting in a
faster evolution of the RX fraction. This positive correlation
between the number of nucleated grains and the area fraction of
DBs has been demonstrated in discussions about grain nucleation
(see Section 5.2).

5.4. RX mechanism

Through capturing the microstructural changes of the whole
deformed area by quasi-in-situ EBSD maps for SCs and MCs, it
has been observed that the grain nucleation is likely to initially
occur inside the DBs and grow into the deformed matrix. Such that,
RX in the area with DBs is found to be much quicker than the area
without DBs.

The mechanism of RX in grain level is summarised in Fig. 12 to
explain the above observations of RX process at the existence of
DBs for pure aluminium. The sequence of a)-d) in Fig. 12 shows
the four steps which are relative to the RX process: a) the forma-
tion of DBs in plastically deformed crystal as a result of the inter-
section of two types of activated slip systems (i.e. red and black
symbol), as well as the dislocation pile-up at the intersection area
[25]; b) the formation of unstable subgrains inside the DBs due to
the substantial dislocations blocked in the DBs. This step is recog-
nised as the initial recovery during annealing.

Fig. 12 c) shows the formation of HAGBs due to the growth of
subgrains, as well as the formation of subgrains at the outer layer
of DB. The formation of subgrains at the outer layer of DB is slower
than the inner layer of DBs since the outer layer contains less
blocked dislocations, thus, requires more incubation time for the
formation of subgrains [2,49]. In order to eliminate the excess dis-



Fig. 12. Schematics to show the relative steps to the RX process: a) the formation of DB due to slip band intersection and dislocation pile-up at the intersection area. Image
reproduced with permission from [25], Elsevier; b) initial recovery for the formation of unstable subgrains in the DB; c) RX for the formation of HAGBs and later recovery at
the outer layer of DB; d) RX and grain growth during annealing.
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locations at subgrain walls, the larger RXed grains formed in DBs
are likely to consume the later formed subgrains at the outer layer
of DBs following the mechanism of strain-induced boundary
migration (SIBM) discussed in [4]. The orientations of RXed grains
in Fig. 7 which are found to be close to the orientations in DBs can
be treated as a proof for this phenomena.

Fig. 12 d) shows the combination of RX, grain growth by the
SIBM [50] and subgrain boundary migration [51,52]. It contributes
to the primary and secondary grain growth for the development of
final microstructure [2].
6. Conclusions

In this work, the quasi-in-situ EBSD maps of the whole
deformed sample surface are applied to study how the DBs affect
the recrystallization in deformed pure aluminium. It has been
found that:

1. The orientation of DBs is demonstrated to be a major source of
orientations for the RXed grains which would eventually con-
tribute to the RXed texture.

2. The grain nucleation prefers to occur in DBs in the comparison
with the initial grain boundaries since the developed DBs con-
tains more unstable dislocations than the initial grain
boundary.

3. Demonstrated by both of experiments and modelling, the areas
with higher area fraction of DBs are found to complete the RX
process much quicker than the area without DBs since DBs
would provide more potential nucleated sites and less incuba-
tion time for RX.

4. It has been found that the number of nucleated grains has a
strong positive correlation with the area fraction of DBs while
no obvious correlation is found for the misorientation angle in
KWC phase-field modelling.
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Fig. A1 and Fig. B1



Fig. A1. Schematics to show how grain nucleation conditions applied for the XY faces of deformed MC1 and MC2. The 1st-row shows the stored energy distribution of
deformed specimens; 2nd-row shows the misorientation distributions calculated based on EBSD maps; 3rd-row shows the misorientation distribution of the simulated
nucleated grains following the Gaussian distribution law; 4th-row is the GND distributions after seeding to show the seeding positions.
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Fig. B1. KWC phase-field simulated evolution of RXed phase during annealing in XY and side face of MC1 and MC2.
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